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School would be even better if ... 

1 anonymous Lower the amount of work and had more PE and bigger school dinner portions 

2 anonymous it was harder and there was more time to learn 

3 anonymous having another thing to play on when we are on the football side because if 
people don't like football they don't have anything to do 

4 anonymous everyone is kind and caring and more pe 

5 anonymous more time for pe 

6 anonymous More time for PE 

7 anonymous it was really hard to think of something but probably more sports activities and 
to have more time for PE. 

8 anonymous making more things to play with 

9 anonymous More mental and phisyical education 

10 anonymous we did thing out side like we go out side to have lessons out on the field in 
summer. i would like better school meals with more to eat. 

11 anonymous you could talk to the teachers about things like being gay 

12 anonymous the punishments weren't so harsh...and we had more time for our subjects.....so 
that we actually got a chance to finish our stories and stuff then and then. 

13 anonymous We could have more fun events half-termly 

14 anonymous we could have more time in PE 

15 anonymous I think that maybe more types of music related activities 

16 anonymous It would be better if there were more play equipment and hockey sticks and 
balls 

17 anonymous More time to spend at art or have a turn every week to play with the little 
children such as KS1 

18 anonymous we had more time out side and play time 

19 anonymous We had more time to finish writing stories, or we could take our books home 
and finish them there. 

20 anonymous there was a school dinner option we all like, like chicken nuggets for example. 

21 anonymous let people choose what they want to do that day but it cant be too easy and 
you need to have maths and English 

22 anonymous if we could expand our play equipment as if: putting a rope on the climbing 
frame, we could also have more playtime outside 



23 anonymous 
they make more chances for more fun things to happen like more equipment 
and more areas 

24 anonymous If we had more time in English and more equipment because we always run out 
and people destroy it. 

25 anonymous This schools would be better if there is no homework because we do a lot of 
work at school already. 

26 anonymous there was fake grass on the football pitch 

27 anonymous there were more computers and wireless mouses for the computers n stuff 

28 anonymous it would be better if we could use leather footballs cheers mrs selbie. 

29 anonymous we added different clubs for people with different likes/dislikes 

30 anonymous We could use leather footballs 

31 anonymous I don,t think there is any thing 

32 anonymous We could have more deserts for school dinners. 

33 anonymous this could be even better if this school won every single one instead of coming 
second in the finals. 

34 anonymous 
we had some more play equipment in the playground because on the football 
side of the playground its boring only being able to play football or basket ball 
and not being aloud to even climb trees 

35 anonymous We have more variety of sport. 

36 anonymous we were able to have more variety of school dinners 

37 anonymous Fresh fish and no brussel sprouts at Christmas dinner. 

38 anonymous 

Inside clubs could be authorised so we can stay in rather than always going 
outside and not having anything to do examples are chess club , art club and 
LEGO club maybe even a book group a place for bookworms to read and talk 
about their favourite books 

39 anonymous 
The pupils could have two short breaks plus lunch because the work can be a 
bit long but are still not an extreme difficulty which is nice. The staff are 
wonderful and make like i can talk yo anyone.me feel 

40 anonymous If we could pick what sports we can do in a PE lessons ,like we could go in 
groups for different sports 

41 anonymous have more time to read and more sporting activities 

42 anonymous there is no inprovment 

43 anonymous we could have more choices for school meals 

44 anonymous more space or outside lessons 

45 anonymous we were allowed to have a basketball club 

46 anonymous they would let us have class competitions 



47 anonymous 
i think that would better is that covid would be over so we could play more 
school, games and see more people 

48 anonymous more pe equipment 

49 anonymous WE HAD MORE BREAKS 

50 anonymous the maths could be harder 

51 anonymous the tables were bigger 

52 anonymous we can communicate better with other people. 

53 anonymous there where climbing walls on the on the filed like in the round about 

54 anonymous the toilet roll was better 

55 anonymous our playground had a slide in it 

56 anonymous it had a slide 

57 anonymous we had a longer break 

58 anonymous organising school trip (when lockdown is over) 

59 anonymous the school could be better at doing more P.E 

60 anonymous we got extra playtime. 

61 anonymous they removed all the annoying students 

62 anonymous better school equipment 

63 anonymous they did more pe activities 

64 anonymous there wose a tramplene 

65 anonymous im not sure 

66 anonymous more toys to play with 

67 anonymous I dont know. 

68 anonymous Im not sure if there is any thing they can be better at 

69 anonymous we had more PE 

70 anonymous at communicating better to other people 

71 anonymous to stop people bullying 

72 anonymous we had a longer brake 

73 anonymous if people were nicer 

74 anonymous we could have more art and sports 

75 anonymous more brake 



76 anonymous we have more sports and more maths and more football and cricket 

77 anonymous not sure 

78 anonymous if we had more phisical play equipment 

79 anonymous having home work 

80 anonymous bullying stops more often 

81 anonymous I am not sure. 

82 anonymous if there was more staff 

83 anonymous break time 

84 anonymous there were more or longer breaks 

85 anonymous you pushed us more 

86 anonymous but it could be better if the class got to choose the books. 

87 anonymous we could do more art . 

88 anonymous 
It could be even better if instead of school dinners,there was a stack of empty 
plates for you to pick what you want because some people [including 
me]might not always eat an entire school dinner 

89 anonymous if everyone was nice to each other 

90 anonymous they added more playground equipment 

91 anonymous add world game day 

92 anonymous i think the school is as good as it is 

93 anonymous more learning 

94 anonymous there was more school diners opions 

95 anonymous To have more playing equipment . 

96 anonymous 
they ad a swimming pool so we dont have to walk to medolands swimming 
pool 

97 anonymous there was more options for the lunch order 

98 anonymous if we can have somethink added to our playground 

99 anonymous it could be better if the football pitch was improved 

100 anonymous could be better with a better football pitch 

101 anonymous they add a draw station. 

102 anonymous to put swing in the playground 

103 anonymous thers a gaming room 



104 anonymous BETTER FOOTBALL PITCH 

105 anonymous gaming room football pith 

106 anonymous we had A little more equipment in both playgrounds 

107 anonymous they ad swimming pool 

108 anonymous haveing a zip whire in the feild 

109 anonymous if we could ride our bikes at play time,and there was a whole gaming room we 
could win once a week. 

110 anonymous We have more playground equipment. 

111 anonymous we had more play equipment 

112 anonymous more products were provided 

113 anonymous THEY ADD SCREEN TIME FOR 1 HOUR ON OUR PHONES 

114 anonymous football pitch 

115 anonymous if you could ride your bike on the field at break 

116 anonymous if it had a slide 

117 anonymous add a swiming pool 

118 anonymous it will be even better if it did not have the lock down in and every one came to 
school 

119 anonymous to use phones at play 

120 anonymous new climbing frame 

121 anonymous we had more lesson time in maths 

122 anonymous The pupils were better. 

123 anonymous everybody was treated well and equaly 

124 anonymous we had more reading time 

125 anonymous the arranged a few more school activities. 

126 anonymous they helped us more 

127 anonymous if we could have no uniform 

128 anonymous it had more stuff on the football side/ envirometal garden 

129 anonymous more residentials 

130 anonymous The pupils were better. 

131 anonymous somwone 

132 anonymous maybe someone is miss behaving the people who are behaving dont get told 



of 

133 anonymous if it had a slide and swings 

134 anonymous the lessons would be less boring for those who already knew what to do/what 
it's about. 

135 anonymous pupils could get on with work during the input if they new what to do 

136 anonymous if that we could be co oparating 

137 anonymous more equipment 

138 anonymous more books 

139 anonymous the library was bigger 

140 anonymous people wouldn't bully other people 

141 anonymous we could have extra help 

142 anonymous it would be better if we had more books in the libray 

143 anonymous if there was more things on the football side 

144 anonymous they gave us extra homework and have a bit more healthy choices off food. 

145 anonymous i did tell the teacher some of the time 

146 anonymous if i told the teacher more 

147 anonymous if the school has sports clothes for the peoples playing games like football. 

148 anonymous The kids where more quiet 

149 anonymous it could be even better if it had a hole festival and sleepover ,party 

150 anonymous best 

151 anonymous more play equipment 

152 anonymous it had a trampoline 

153 anonymous listening 

154 anonymous we have more play equipment 

155 anonymous it had more play equipment and a trampoline 

156 anonymous more play equipment. 

157 anonymous But it could be better if more computer equipment 

158 anonymous big lunch hall and seating 

159 anonymous it could be better if they give us challnges with hard work 

160 anonymous a slide in the playground and a ball pool 



161 anonymous at after school club more art 

162 anonymous we could have skipping all the time in the playground 

163 anonymous we had cricet and more school trips. 

164 anonymous all of the clubs are back 

165 anonymous there was no bullies and more school trips more skipping ropes 

166 anonymous if more play equipment. 

167 anonymous play more games like mincraft 

168 anonymous beeing respectful 

169 anonymous we have more play equipment 

170 anonymous having more things play with 

171 anonymous I'm not sure 

172 anonymous help each other with respect 

173 anonymous we had more trips and trips to the libery and theter 

174 anonymous not get hurt 

175 anonymous BUT COULD BE BETTER IF THERE WERE MORE PLAY EQUIPMENT 

176 anonymous slide for the playf]groud 

177 anonymous if it had a swimming pool 

178 anonymous nothing 

179 anonymous More funfit and outside learning. 

180 anonymous teaching more PE 

181 anonymous more garden days, trips, going to the theatre. 

182 anonymous HAVING MORE SCHOOL TRIPS 

183 anonymous we do not bully each other 

184 anonymous If we could go on more school trips to the country side 

185 anonymous If we had more school fairs every half term 

186 anonymous learning letters 

187 anonymous i put a captel letter at the start of the sentce 

188 anonymous I put Captel letter 

189 anonymous you help 

190 anonymous s 



191 anonymous no 

192 anonymous extur brak time 

193 anonymous more computers 

194 anonymous if we could have bit more brake 

195 anonymous n 

196 anonymous n 

197 anonymous w 

198 anonymous if thay dont booly each over 

199 anonymous extrerbraictiem 

200 anonymous n 

201 anonymous tea 

202 anonymous n 

203 anonymous i 

204 anonymous a 

205 anonymous wereed 

206 anonymous n 

207 anonymous trips 

208 anonymous handwriting 

209 anonymous trikcs 

210 anonymous art 

211 anonymous guided reading more please 

212 anonymous guided reading more pleese 

213 anonymous more english please 

214 anonymous inglish 

215 anonymous math 

216 anonymous cooking 

217 anonymous more learning 

218 anonymous Art 

219 anonymous more lessens 

220 anonymous RUN 



221 anonymous more maths 

222 anonymous more dt 

223 anonymous more guided reading 

224 anonymous there was a slide swimming pool zip wire over swimming pool swings 

225 anonymous we had more times ought side. 

226 anonymous if everyone could go to after school club that would be better 

227 anonymous we had more books 

228 anonymous we had more books. 

229 anonymous I dont know 

230 anonymous we had a bigger libery 

231 anonymous we had more books 

232 anonymous it could be better if there was another big library 

233 anonymous we had bigger and better libary 

234 anonymous we had art class 

235 anonymous we had some more teachers 

236 anonymous we had more books. 

237 anonymous we had more time in lessons and had more thick books. 

238 anonymous we had more books and see our sibilings 

239 anonymous nothing 

240 anonymous we has big hoops 

241 anonymous na 

242 anonymous na 

243 anonymous the basketball hoops are bigger so the basketball can't get stuck. 

244 anonymous more clubs. 

245 anonymous If ks2 could see younger sibilings more in school. 

246 anonymous we do learning about real events 

247 anonymous they allowed us to have more school trips 

248 anonymous xtra play time more math time 

249 anonymous more clubs 

250 anonymous without people bulling overs and give them more respect 



 

 

251 anonymous Play more games that we want in P.E 

252 anonymous Keep afternoon break in KS2 when I'm in year 4 

253 anonymous if there was different meals every week 

254 anonymous if there was different meals in different months 

255 anonymous more handwriting 

256 anonymous people had more friends 

257 anonymous their was longer break time! 

258 anonymous more techers 

259 anonymous more art equipment 

260 anonymous a swimming pool 

261 anonymous a swimmingpool 

262 anonymous we had more poeple 

263 anonymous swmming 

264 anonymous puppies wear hear pleas 

265 anonymous nothing 

266 anonymous they could explain more clearly about computing and siens 


